
with a semi sunny and stable weather allowing me to at last be outside biking and

16112: "a really rainy and continuosly bad weather in holland at last replaced 

venturing to bike even in north holland"

experiencing a pretty decent period with far less wind and far less bad weather 

venturing out to pick the many walnuts the wind got down from our tree and at last 

experiencing   the   wind   exploring   harleem   but   mostly   keeping   in   my   study   only 

venturing to walk along the culemborg river to record my thoughts and later also 

18108: "a pretty windy beginning of the month unable to really go out but still 

new square shapes"

updating it and keeping up this time the same colors including the gray and the 

focusing  on  my  project  but  still  managing  to  spend  time  with  it  mostly  after 

07080: "painting executed while getting busy with several other things not really 

mountain village getting caught right there and receiving the care of the elders"

and   garbage   obsessed   birds   making   the   character   of   the   fable   flying   over   my 

as well as in the mountains and departing right from a venice invaded by tourists 

08073: "fable written after a long time spent in italy renovating both in venice 

much lower pace but for longer time"

working on my desk reaching high heart rate and again biking with myrthe keeping a 

bosch  and  biking  as  well  alone  to  release  some  power  after  much  seating  and 

and  goign  through  unexplored  territories  reaching  all  the  way  the  city  of  den 

06065: "biking now at first with myrthe despite her pregnancy keeping a good pace 

quite behind"

river lek and still meditating on my future building my cathedral living society 

09066:  "still  many  thoughts  recorded  in  not  too  long  but  regular  walks  on  the 

my cathedral"

a lot of thoughts to share mostly meditating on the step i took to start building 

up and down the river lek after a long period spent renovating in italy and having 

09065: "recording of thoughts done intensively while in the netherlands walking 

villages on a bike ride with myrthe ending in festive den bosch"

the  work  in  my  study  till  at  last  filming  the  nice  open  landscape  and  small 

harleem and occasionally in culemborg while walking around to take a break from 

13136: "filming fully while in the netherlands visiting extensively the city of 

at a fair"

on his way to sweden to find a future and back in the netherlands meeting artists 

stones for decades and the wife of my a carpenter as well as again another italian 

them  half  dutch  and  in  italy  meeting  a  great  outsider  who  has  been  painting 

refugee from afghanistan and later meeting on the plane two brazilian girls one of 

10094: "acquaintances met first while traveling like in sweden meeting on a train a 



previous painting with the introduction of more squared shapes"

not so much time to it but nonetheless starting to change quite drastically from 

preparing to present the cathedral idea to the italian authorities and dedicating 

07081:  "painting  executed  in  the  mist  of  doing  renovation  work  in  holland  and 

switching also to dutch radios while plastering and painting"

later   installing   an   application   for   it   to   listen   to   even   italian   radios   and 

after heavy work and lastly in holland listening to music streamed on my phone and 

to buy my tractor and also listening to songs watching television in the mountains 

03091: "listening songs again on my way to a small village in a trentino valley 

walk or bike"

bad about my back being stiff and the continuous bad weather making it hard to 

presentation of my cathedral to the schio municipality although at times feeling 

house   happy   to   know   we   will   get   a   small   girl   and   happy   to   prepare   for   my 

mountains  and  feeling  energetic  to  concentrate  on  my  work  and  of  preparing  the 

04098:   "a   period   spent   mostly   indoor   after   the   summer   outside   in   the   sunny 

a show there and meeting the young organizers"

also the dutch indonesian roommate of myrthe and later going to frankfurt to build 

who was very ashamed of her uglyness and an unemployed scholar from sardinia but 

10095: "people met firstly during a conference in holland like a baltic presenter 

print a model of my cathedral"

taken going for a bike ride or towards the end staying in a shop in utrecht to 

myrthe's  house  also  having  some  days  away  from  the  house  with  little  pictures 

hard on my project and consistently doing plastering and painting of the walls in 

camera after malfunctioning getting lighter pictures in the new one and working 

completely to the more domestic life in the netheralnds where i had to replace the 

01165:  "a   month   leaving   the   hard   physical   labour   of   the   mountains   switching 

later visiting august in uppsala experiencing the snow there"

open air foundation in holland and while staying in dormitories in stockholm and 

spending time mostly in my study but getting ideas while outside like biking in an 

14117:  "ideas   got   now   while   living   still   between   the   netherlands   and   sweden 

small walks in the cities and villages myrthe and i reached biking"

belly and   walking   all   the   way   through   the   city   and   to   the   academy   also   taking   

and  leiden but also utrecht going to the hospital to check the baby in myrthe's  

along   the   river   and   occasionally   visiting   other   dutch   cities   like   harleem   

05111: "walking quite regularly in culemborg but mostly up and down the same path 

walking both in nature and in several cities like harleem and leiden"


